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COOL HEADS: North Adelaide Primary student Adam keeps cool during the heatwave using an ice pack from his lunch box, yesterday.
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Heat prisoners: Pupils who’ve
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ing and electricity has been restricted in all South Australian
stores as the state struggles to
keep up with demand.
Woolworths retail support
manager Keri Foti said the decision was made that all SA stores
would ‘‘do our bit to help the
power grid that is struggling’’.
‘‘There has been a really good
customer reaction,’’ she said.
All safety and hygiene factors
had been considered.
In addition to the ‘‘half–light’’
plan, ovens at Woolworths that
are traditionally used all day will
be turned off at 10am and lights
will be turned off in some
freezers and refrigerators.

Troy Hemmerling,
Senior Project Manager,
SAGE Automation

The combined experience of staff and peers in the Adelaide MBA provides
a depth of knowledge and application that will broaden your outlook.
Built on a solid reputation of cutting edge research and industryrelevant teaching, the Adelaide MBA offers ﬂexible study load options,
interactive classes, inspired peers and an active alumni network.
You can also take advantage of the four entry and exit points and gain
credit for relevant previous studies.

Information Night 5.30pm Tuesday 24 February
Register online www.business.adelaide.edu.au
or contact Carol McHugh for a brochure –
Email: mba@adelaide.edu.au,
Phone: (08) 8303 4650
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ADELAIDE experienced its first
day below 40C yesterday in
almost a week – but the thermometer is expected to rise again
before the week is out.
Yesterday’s temperature was
still hot, peaking at 38.8C at
1.21pm, but preventing any increase to the record six consecutive days of 40C-plus.
The Bureau of Meteorology has
forecast a maximum of 40C on
Friday before a cool change
brings an end to the heatwave
over the weekend.
Meteorologist Domenic
Panuccio said a front had been
expected to bring slightly cooler

conditions to Adelaide on Friday
but would now weaken.
It means hot northerly winds
would return on Friday, pushing
the temperature up to 40C.
‘‘We are expecting the temperature to get to 34C in the
morning (on Saturday) and
gradually start to drop away as
a south-westerly change comes
through,’’ he said.
‘‘Sunday is going to be a much
cooler day.’’
The forecast for Sunday and
Monday is for temperatures in
the mid-20Cs.
Meanwhile, supermarket giant
Woolworths is trying to ease
pressure on the power grid by
running its stores at ‘‘half–light’’.
Since Thursday the use of light-

“It’s the face-to-face lectures, inclass interaction, group projects,
real life experiences and networking which provide a stimulating
learning experience that set
The Adelaide MBA apart.”
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